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MORNING BREAK

STOCK MARKET INDEX
Closing Price: 03 Dec 2018

+66.61 +2.57% | NIKKEI 22,574.76

+19.86 +1.18% | SHANGHAI 2,654.80
DJIA 25,826.43

+287.97 +1.13%

|

FTSE 7,062.41
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MED aims to help
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GLOBAL NEWS
Uber hires former US
safety official for selfdriving effort

Amazon briefly edges out

Apple for most
valuable company

International
Entrepreneurship:
Exposure to
micro-markets in
Tunisia
How Africa wins through
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+223.7 +1.00%

+82.17 +1.18%
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Minister Ng announces

Finance

FBMKLCI 1,699.72
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on women
entrepreneurship
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